Objectives: Social scientists need practical methods for harnessing large, publicly available datasets that inform the social context of aging. We describe our development of a semi-automated text coding method and use a content analysis of Alzheimer's disease (AD) and dementia portrayal on Twitter to demonstrate its use. The approach improves feasibility of examining large publicly available datasets. Method: Machine learning techniques modeled stigmatization expressed in 31,150 AD-related tweets collected via Twitter's search API based on 9 AD-related keywords. Two researchers manually coded 311 random tweets on 6 dimensions. This input from 1% of the dataset was used to train a classifier against the tweet text and code the remaining 99% of the dataset. Results: Our automated process identified that 21.13% of the AD-related tweets used AD-related keywords to perpetuate public stigma, which could impact stereotypes and negative expectations for individuals with the disease and increase "excess disability". Discussion: This technique could be applied to questions in social gerontology related to how social media outlets reflect and shape attitudes bearing on other developmental outcomes. Recommendations for the collection and analysis of large Twitter datasets are discussed.
Given that aging is both a biological process and a social construct, gerontologists care a great deal about the social context of aging. Rapid proliferation of social media has shaped the social environment in recent years. The advent of Twitter in 2006 has popularized microblogging, which now provides its 320 million users the ability to post comments and status updates of up to 140 characters (Isaac, 2016) . As a result, close to real time comments and updates (i.e., tweets) have become commonplace. This is important considering that tweets are often treated as information sources and are cited in traditional information outlets such as news media (Kwak, Lee, Park, & Moon, 2010) . The entirety of the public tweet record is even being recorded and preserved in the national archives. However, despite the availability of this (and other) large datasets and some existing methodological tools for data mining, use of these data by psychologists has tended to lag behind other disciplines-and this is especially true in social gerontology. Improvements on existing methodologies are needed to enable social science researchers to make better use of these valuable data to understand sentiment about agingrelated issues.
We believe that the combination of machine learning (ML) algorithms and existing content analysis tools can allow researchers to address problems particular to the field of gerontology. There are a number of existing tools designed to examine tweets for sentiment, specific mentions, and other attributes. Unfortunately, the most user friendly of these tools have often been developed to target general aspects of tweets, such as general positive/negative sentiment-as in Microsoft's NLP Toolkit. However, none of the existing sentiment analysis tools are designed to capture this stigma. In this article, we develop and demonstrate a supervised method for coding the content of sample of tweets on several dimensions relevant to Alzheimer's disease (AD) stigma.
Twitter Analysis Techniques
To date, Twitter research has been conducted across a variety of disciplines including economics, biology, computer science, engineering, and medicine (Williams, Terras, & Warwick, 2013a) . Psychological analyses were slow to emerge as of 2012 (Zimmer & Proferes, 2014) , but experienced marked uptick since then. Empirical reports using Twitter data have been organized according to their aims, and aspects of tweets measured, using the nonexclusive categories: content analysis, sentiment analysis, event detection, user studies, prediction, and GIS analysis (Zimmer & Proferes, 2014) . Content analysis, and more specifically, sentiment analysis are closely related methods of text analysis. They have featured prominently in the existing social science studies (Zimmer & Proferes, 2014) where positivity of the content is frequently the dimension of focus.
Content analysis uses the text of tweets as a basis for detecting themes. For instance, the presence of words related to medical conditions has been used to detect the presence of diseases and predict their spread (Signorini, Segre, & Polgreen, 2011; Williams, Terras, & Warwick, 2013b) . Sentiment analysis is a form of content analysis specifically aimed at describing the affective or emotional tone present in text (Pang & Lee, 2008 ) based on psychological evidence about the emotional meaning of the constituent words or phrases (e.g., Anderson, 1968; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) . Sentiment analysis focuses on the positivity of the content and is the primary technique by which public opinion is gauged using Twitter data, and has been used to track response to the Boston Marathon bombing (Cassa, Chunara, Mandl, & Brownstein, 2013) , predict short term fluctuation in the stock market (Bollen, Mao, & Zeng, 2011) , describe attitudes toward political candidates (Tumasjan, Sprenger, Sandner, & Welpe, 2010) and consumer products (Jansen and Zhang, 2009 ), forecast election outcomes (e.g., Chung & Mustafaraj, 2011) , and detect language associated with depressive symptoms Park, Cha, & Cha, 2012) .
A number of sentiment analysis tools are available, and while they all share in common the basic aim of quantifying affective dimensions of text, they differ in the process by which this is achieved. The distinction between lexiconbased and machine-learning based approaches is relevant for our purposes. A lexicon-based approach utilizes a "dictionary" of words with known affective meaning (i.e., an associated positivity score) to detect the presence of affective language in a text sample, and generate a rating (e.g., a positivity and negativity rating; Zhang, Ghosh, Dekhil, Hsu, & Liu, 2015) . For instance, the popular Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis, 2007) uses a broad lexicon to generate frequencies of words that represent a number of dimensions such as degree of overall emotionality, positivity, and negativity for the purpose of sentiment analysis. Word counts can be generated according to the established lexicons for other dimensions such as social relationships, biological processes, and the life domains of family, health, work, and leisure. LIWC could be used with Twitter data, for example, to generate a score for each tweet on the dimensions of positivity or negativity, though there are some concerns about applying LIWC to such short texts. Other lexiconbased tools have been created specifically for the analysis of microblogs. Affective Norms for English Words list (ANEW; Nielsen, 2011) , is a lexicon-based approach that uses a word list specifically attuned for Twitter in that it includes slang, abbreviation and other conventions unique to the Twitter format. However, the word list is relatively small (about 4,000 words) and, like most sentiment analysis tools, reports only on a small set of general dimensions: affective valence, arousal (i.e., calm to excited), and dominance. Although lexicon-based approaches are relatively easy to use, limitations of the approach include low recall, which occurs when a lexicon is too small to capture a sufficient portion of the text sample, or when the presence of lexicon words is low in the text. An additional limitation is that researchers may be interested in more nuanced dimensions beyond general positivity and negativity, or the measures available for entries in the lexicon. Beyond lexicon-based approaches, some sentiment analysis techniques use ML approaches.
ML Tools
Beyond generating word counts, ML-based tools for text analysis provide a probabilistic approach to classifying text according to desired dimensions (i.e., positivity) in a way that allows learning algorithms to improve in accuracy and make determinations about new text samples (Mitchell, 1997; Hall, Witten, & Frank, 2011) . A classifier is constructed based on the input provided (i.e., sample texts known to represent positive or negative sentiment, referred to as "training data"). As with the lexicon-based content analysis tools described in the previous paragraph, a ML-based sentiment analysis may specify attributes of the target dimension using a lexicon or similar established system for "tagging" characteristics of language (e.g., Treetagger; Schmid, 1994) . The difference is that with increased training data, the ML-based method adjusts the weights of the individual attributes in the mathematical function generating the probability that a text sample belongs to the target class (i.e., that the text sample represents positive sentiment).
Some ML-based sentiment analysis tools include Microsoft NLP Toolkit, the WEKA data mining toolkit (Hall et al., 2011) , SciKitLearn, and others. Although these tools can improve in accuracy based on feedback and increased training data input, they are limited in that the dimensions assessed are positivity and negativity. Some researchers have endeavored to capture more complex dimensions of language, such as sarcasm, but have concluded that "lexical features alone are not sufficient for identifying sarcasm and that pragmatic and contextual features merit further study" (Gonzalez-Ibanez, 2011) . As a result, we expect that our dimensions of interest will vary in their identifiability using ML-based sentiment analysis.
A Sample Investigation of ML-Based Sentiment/Content Analysis
Our consideration of ML tools and the existing sentiment/ content analysis tools lead us to identify our central aim of better understanding how we can apply ML to sentiment analysis to improve efficiency in analysis of large datasets. Our primary methodological question of interest, and the focus of this article, was: Can a ML algorithm use a relatively small amount of input information provided by researchers to automate the coding process for tweet content on six dimensions with reasonable accuracy and reliability? To address this, we developed a semi-automated coding method and demonstrate its use in an example study analyzing the content of posts related to AD and dementia on Twitter. Negative attitudes toward AD and dementia, the recent focus of the 2012 World Alzheimer's Report (Batsch & Mittelman, 2012) , can be harmful to the stigmatized individuals when the resulting shame, guilt, hopelessness, and social exclusion, lead to delayed diagnosis (Mukadam & Livingston, 2012) , inability to cope, decreased quality of life (Burgener, Buckwalter, Perkhounkova, & Liu, 2015) and increased burden of dementia (e.g., excess disability, Sabat, 2001) . Stigma also affects friends, family, and caregivers of individuals with dementia when these close others become the target of stigmatizing views by association (stigma by association or "courtesy stigma; " Werner & Heinik, 2008) . Given these negative consequences in combination with demographic trends of population aging projecting a threefold increase in the number of individuals with dementia worldwide from 43 million today to more than 131.5 million by 2050 (Batsch & Mittelman, 2012) , it is surprising that little is known about the prevalence of public stigma in popular social media outlets. Thus, the research questions in our sample investigation of AD stigma were a) what is the prevalence of public stigma related to AD in a large sample of tweets posted by a broad sample of English speakers? and b) what are the sources of AD related tweets (private user versus organization)? We expected the results to confirm the feasibility and validity for using this semi-automated coding to establish evidence in support our hypothesis that Twitter is being used by a substantial subset of users to perpetuate AD stigma. We expected a substantial proportion of information-related tweets (i.e., links to articles, websites, resources about AD) to be posted by organizations while individual users are more likely to generate tweets based on personal experience. Additionally, we expected that tweets by organizations (compared to individuals) would demonstrate a lesser degree of stigma. And finally, we use a comparison of our results with LIWC analysis of our data to provide a check on our manual coding procedures and demonstrate the value of our ML approach compared to a lexicon-based sentiment analysis approach.
Methods
This study was designated as nonhuman subjects research by the Institutional Review Board at the researchers' institution.
Data Collection
Seventy-seven thousand eight publicly available tweets were collected continuously for 10 days in early 2014 using the Twitter keyword search application programming interface (API; "API Overview", 2016). These queries were subject to the overall volume limitations that Twitter imposes on their search APIs, meaning that we had access to only a portion of all tweets posted during our data collection window. Our research team identified a set of keywords related to AD, dementia, and cognitive decline as a basis for collecting tweets of interest. Tweets were restricted to English language Twitter accounts. For each tweet, we obtained data on the date, time, the user's publicly displayed name (their user "handle"), tweet body text including hashtags and links, and emoji. Account user names were not included.
Data Cleaning Prior to Manual Coding
To obtain an appropriate subsample for analysis, retweets (N = 28,746) were removed, as were tweets that had no clear relevance to AD or dementia (e.g., our keyword "cognitive" was too general and captured tweets that were not related to AD or dementia, so these N = 17,112 were removed). The 9 retained keywords that defined our sample for analysis were: "alz," "alzheimer," "dementia," "demented," "cognitive," "oldtimers," "memory loss," "senile," and "senility." Last, we removed posts by users whose handle included a keyword (e.g., senile_old_coot), but whose tweets had no content related to dementia. This resulted in a subsample of 31,150 tweets used for the analysis. User handles and links were included in the text sample.
Manual Coding Procedures
Two researchers manually coded a random subset (N = 311) of tweets. The results of the manual coding were assessed for satisfactory inter-rater reliability (a priori criterion > .61; Hallgren, 2012) then used as input for a ML algorithm that was used to automatically code the remaining tweets.
The two raters assessed tweets according to six dimensions, which were adapted from four dimensions in McNeil, Brna, and Gordon's (2012) examination of epilepsy stigma (metaphorical, personal experience, informative, joke/ridicule). We separated joke and ridicule into separate dimensions and added a dimension indicating whether the user was an individual or an organization (e.g., Alzheimer's Association, or a news agency). Instead of McNeil et al.'s original dichotomous rating scale we used a 5-point Likert scale in an attempt to capture greater variability (e.g., "Is this tweet speaking metaphorically?" 0 = no, 1 = somewhat, 2 = fairly, 3 = significantly, 4 = completely). Raters used a web interface that we created (Figure 1 ). Rater coding criteria are shown in Appendix A and source code for the creation of the web-based interface are provided (https:// github.com/nels-o/ad_stigma). Sample tweets are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Model Selection for ML Algorithm
The goal of the model was to predict, based on the manual coding input (i.e., training data), whether a new tweet contained ridicule, or any of the other five dimensions, given the content of the new tweet. Training our classifier (Breiman, 1996) involved the two steps of feature extraction and accuracy assessment (defined below). We used different classifiers for each of our six dimensions of interest. To parameterize our classifiers, we systemically examined the parameter space of the ML algorithms using grid search with threefold cross validation (Bergstra, Bardenet, Bengio, & Kegl, 2011) .
Training the Classifier
Feature extraction is the process by which we determined what attributes such as n-grams or such as part of speech distribution information would be used to train the classifier to recognize instances of the six target dimensions: informative, joke, metaphorical, organization, personal experience, ridicule. N-grams refer to arrangements of words, for instance, a unigram is a single word (e.g., "happy"), a bi-gram is an arrangement of two words (e.g., "so sad"), and a tri-gram is an arrangement of three words. Higher order n-grams are often necessary to detect negations in the meaning of text because the words "no" or "not" are linked to the thing they negate (e.g., Wilson, Gosling, & Graham, 2012) . The features used by our classifiers were n-gram based; the presence of a given n-gram was a binary indicator of that feature. Our analysis included up to 5 g, and the "best" range of n-grams for the classifier was selected via grid search. We used a linear estimator to determine the estimated importance of each feature (i.e., n-gram) and features with a weight below the mean were discarded from the models.
Accuracy
Several procedures improved and assessed the accuracy of our classifier. We used 50 randomized trials of cross validation to evaluate the precision and recall of the classifiers. The classifier is sensitive to the population of tweets used to train it, so shuffling the tweets before threefold cross validation allow us to account for this. Testing accuracy was compared to the accuracy of a simple majority classifier (SMC) as defined and discussed below. Testing refers to the accuracy of machine-coded tweets compared to a subset of manually coded tweets not used as ML input.
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
After the manual coding was completed and ML model results obtained, the content of the 31,150 tweets was also analyzed using LIWC (both the manually coded subset and the automated coded entire dataset). LIWC provides information on a variety of dimensions such as prevalence of function words (pronouns), sentiment, punctuation, and a variety of content domains (e.g., family, health, work). We used a small number of dimensions from the LIWC output as a reference point to help validate manual coding and ML automated coding. LIWC is not equipped to detect linguistic indicators of stigma specifically, it does provide data on the percentage of words in each tweet that represent conceptually distinct, yet related measures of personal pronouns, positive emotion, and negative emotion. We expected, our "personal experience," dimension to positively correlate with the LIWC measure of personal pronouns. We also expected our dimension "ridicule" to be negatively associated with positive emotion and positively associated with negative emotion.
Results

Manual Coding
Manual coding was used as the input for the ML algorithm driving the automated coding process for the remainder of the dataset. Although manual ratings were collected using a 5-point Likert scale, for the analysis the ratings were collapsed into a dichotomous rating that reflected the presence of each dimension (i.e., for presence of ridicule 0 = no, 1 = yes). This was done so that we could use a binary classifier at the automated tagging stage. If a discrepancy between raters occurred, a tweet was coded 0 as not representing that dimension. This is a conservative strategy that may result in under-reporting the prevalence of the dimensions of interest, but we see it as preferable to introducing false positives. Manual coding inter-rater reliability was acceptable: informative (0.73), joke (0.57), metaphorical (0.73), organization (0.81), personal experience (0.47), and ridicule (0.73).
Manual coding results (N = 311) also provided evidence of AD stigma in the tweets: 43.41% informative, 23.79% joke, 21.22% metaphorical, 19.29% organization, 18.33% personal experience, and 24.50% ridicule (Table 3) .
Automated Coding
We used the manual coding as input to train a classifier against the tweet text for each of the six dimensions to code the rest of the dataset (Table 1) . This input was used to train the ML classifiers. To evaluate the classifiers, we used a subset of the tagged tweets as validation. Validation refers to the test accuracy of machine-coded tweets compared to a subset of manually coded tweets not used as ML input, and in our analysis testing accuracy ranged from 95.15% ("informative") to 86.38% ("organization"). Testing accuracy can be interpreted in comparison to the accuracy of a SMC, defined as the success rate of correct classification if each tweet were coded to correspond Notes: Manual ICC is the intraclass correlation (inter-rater reliability) for the 311 manually coded tweets. Testing refers to the accuracy of machine-coded tweets compared to a subset of manually coded tweets not used as machine learning input. Range and SD are reported for testing accuracy over 50 trials of threefold cross validation. This provides a measure of the stability of the model. SMC is the accuracy of a simple majority classifier and is used as a comparison for the more sophisticated classifiers. Diff = (testing accuracy − SMC). The "majority" proportions are based on the manually coded tweets.
to the class that makes up the majority of the manually coded tweets. For instance, a slight majority of the manually coded tweets were identified as not informative by the raters. A SMC based on these ratings would always predict that tweets are not informative, and it would be correct 56.59% of the time. We use this as a conceptual validation of our ML classifier to address whether the classifier performed better than guessing (Table 1) . A greater difference between testing accuracy and SMC is desirable because it represents greater accuracy of our machine classifier. Differences ranged from 5.67% for "organization" to 38.56% for "informative."
Stigma in the Content of Tweets
21.13% of all tweets (N = 6,583) used AD-related keywords in a stigmatizing fashion. Prevalence of the six dimensions among all tweets and among ridicule tweets is shown in Figure 4 . Tweets containing ridicule were less likely to be posted by organizations and were less likely to be informative. Among private users (i.e., Twitter accounts not representing an organization) 51.08% of tweets contained stigma. Across categories, only 1.72% of the classified tweets were classified as representing none of the dimensions, and 69.02% of the tweets were categorized as representing two or more dimensions.
Comparison With LIWC Analysis
As expected, the proportion of personal pronouns was related to the tweet being coded by our raters as a personal experience (Table 2 ). Our dimension "ridicule" was negatively associated with the LIWC measure of positive emotion and also related to the prevalence of personal pronouns (Table 2) . Similar results are replicated in the summary correlation table for automated coding results for the entire dataset (Table 3 ). The exception is an unexpected change in the relationship of "ridicule" to positive and negative emotion, which is further addressed in the discussion.
Discussion
We applied a ML driven semi-automated coding process to an investigation of AD stigma on Twitter to improve our ability to analyze an otherwise prohibitively large dataset. The conclusion of our methodological focus in this article is that our semiautomated coding procedure replicated manual coding reasonably well even with small input. The substantive finding of our sample analysis of AD stigma was that a substantial proportion of the AD-related posts on Twitter contained ridicule and perpetuated AD stigma, which can impact stereotypes and negative expectations for individuals with the disease and increase "excess disability" (Sabat, 2001 ). This result contributes to a growing body Alzheimer's disease stigma (AD stigma) variables were 0 = no, 1 = yes for each tweet. In cases of rater disagreement, a value of 0 was assigned. LIWC variables are the proportion of personal pronouns, positive emotion words (Pos. Emo.), or negative emotion words (Neg. Emo.) per tweet based on the LIWC lexicon (Pennebaker et al., 2007 ). *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
of work documenting problematic levels of public stigma related to dementia in the United States (e.g., Gove et al, 2016; Riley, Burgener, & Buckwalter, 2014) and internationally (e.g., Batsch & Mittelman, 2012; Blay & Peluso, 2010; Gerritsen, Oyebode, & Gove, 2016) . Notably, our investigation makes the novel contribution of utilizing previously unexplored large, publically available social media data. We provide materials and offer recommendations for applying methods similar to those demonstrated here to assist gerontologists in addressing research questions relevant to the social context of aging.
Results showed that the quality of semiautomated coding did vary by dimension. Our algorithm demonstrated superior success for "metaphorical," "informative," and "ridicule" because these three dimensions exhibited high manual rater ICC as well as testing accuracy. Raters were able to reliably parse these dimensions in the text of the tweets, and the automated coding did reasonably well replicating those coding rules when applied to the rest of the tweet dataset. In contrast, "joke" and "personal experience" were more difficult for raters to reliably code (reflected in ICC), which presents limitations for the automated portion of the coding (despite the relatively high testing accuracy on these dimensions). The complex relationship of humor to sentiment was evident in the correlation of joke tweets to both positive and negative emotion. Manual inter-rater reliability for "organization" was the best, however the testing accuracy was poorest on this dimension. Notably, our algorithm's testing accuracy for "organization" did not surpass the accuracy of the SMC by as much as the other five dimensions. The results on this dimension likely stem from the computational difficulty of determining whether a tweet is authored on behalf of an organization or not based on just a single bit of text. For this dimension in particular, contextual information is even more limited because the user's handle may be the only relevant information. Also, raters often relied on prior knowledge unavailable to the ML classifier in order to make a judgment (the meaning of words in the handle, the interpretation of unicode symbols, etc.). A larger training sample is likely the best way for the classifier to improve on this dimension.
For this project, we manually coded a pseudorandomly selected 1% of the total dataset and found, based on the testing accuracy results, that this amount was enough to reasonably approximate the population of tweets for all six dimensions. However, as explained above, less reliable input (i.e., "joke" and "organization") limits the validity of automated coding, even if testing accuracy is high. In general, more training input would improve testing accuracy and would provide a more representative sample which in turn would improve the generalizability of the classifiers. This is illustrated by our observed change in correlation between the LIWC dimension positive emotion, and our dimension, "ridicule." In the manually coded tweets, ridicule was negatively associated with positive emotion (−0.12, p < .05). However, in the entire dataset of tweets with coding predicted by the ML classifiers ridicule was positively associated with positive emotion (albeit very slightly, 0.07, p < .001). Our small sample size may not have been large enough to converge on the proportion of ridicule tweets in the total dataset, and this constituted a limitation in our study. In addition, the relatively weak association of our ridicule dimension with the LIWC negative emotion dimension may be attributed to instances of ridicule that do not necessarily involve emotion words from the LIWC dictionary (e.g., the tweet, "Ric is demented scum").
Our inclusion of LIWC results provided a comparison of our nuanced stigma-related dimensions to typical dimensions in sentiment analysis: positive and negative emotion. These results affirmed the difficulties encountered in defining and coding "joke." This dimension was ambiguously related to positive and negative emotion in the manual and automatically coded datasets. Such results are consistent with others' attempts to include linguistically complex dimensions such as sarcasm in sentiment analysis (González-Ibánez, 2011) . We also used the LIWC dimension of personal pronouns and found that it was positively associated with AD stigma (i.e., ridicule). This appears consistent with past research linking frequency of first person pronouns to depressive symptomology and negative perceptions (as cited in Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) .
Future Possibilities
There are a number of opportunities for ML technology to further interface with social sciences to yield more accessible tools for researchers. One possibility is to create analysis packages based on well-defined and tested models. For example, our algorithm could be packaged as a content analysis program capable of coding tweets for the six dimensions related to stigma. In this case, the applicability of the program is narrow in terms of specialization to address only these dimensions, and would be validated for use with respect to tweets text samples only. The advantage would be usability, as no manual coding input would be required. Higher user friendliness may entail a tradeoff of lower range of applicability. A second possibility is that packages could be created that enable researchers more flexibility to train algorithms to code dimensions of their choosing based on their own manual input, as we have done in our demonstration. This information could then be used to train the algorithm capable of coding the remainder of the large dataset in an automated fashion. Built in features could enable researchers to assess the reliability and spot check for validity of that coding. After the initial models are specified, feeding the algorithm additional manual coding input could improve model performance. Although we provide the source code and other materials needed to replicate our methodology, in the future, further packaging of the tool in a simplified interface would increase accessibility.
Recommendations
The software we used to conduct our analysis is included as supplement to this article (see https://github.com/nels-o/ ad_stigma for these materials), including commentary on the process and a discussion of the underlying libraries. Several conditions are necessary for replication of the coding method demonstrated here. Related to data collection, depending on the desired dataset size, time on the order of weeks or months may be required to obtain a desired sample. Since 2011 Twitter has increased restrictions on terms of use for data. Keyword searches for tweets are rate limited and it is not generally possible to determine the proportion of the overall set of tweets that are returned.
Also critical are considerations related to the selection, implementation, and evaluation of the ML models. Our initial plan was to use create a simple Naïve Bayes classifier (Zhang, 2004) , which has been proven to be a useful tool for text classification problems of all sorts (notably in email spam filtering). After examining this and other options, we used an alternative classification pipeline, which we found to demonstrate superior testing accuracy in our sample study.
Finally, related to analysis of results, cleaning the data is a critical step with large sets of tweets. Large datasets can result in amplified error without attention to removing content that fits the tweet selection criteria but that is unequivocally irrelevant. In our study, tweets related to the release of a popular song titled "senile" accounted for a disproportionate amount of content and would have significantly distorted results if not removed. In another general example, failure to filter out system critical error messages (e.g., those supplied by a phone carrier in a study of cell phone texts) can lead to the false sentiment analysis conclusion that users were angrier than they were in reality.
Conclusion
Although interdisciplinary approaches are recommended for obtaining and analyzing social media data (Bruns & Liang, 2012) , it is also true that only basic programming skills are necessary for researchers from a noncomputer science background to employ ML techniques in Python. Many researchers have used custom-made research tools that remain unavailable to others (Bruns & Liang, 2012) , and in response to this we have documented our methodology in this article and provide resources enabling replication. The results of our analysis of AD stigma contributes to evidence that, increasingly, social media is a means of expressing attitudes and can impact stigma associated with aging and health conditions (McNeil et al., 2012; Levy, Chung, Bedford, & Navrazhina, 2013) . Stigma related to AD and other dementias negatively impacts individuals with dementia, and their friends, family and caretakers through association (Werner & Heinik, 2008) . Raised awareness of the power of social media to shape attitudes, and the potential of social media to function as a source of support and information for affected individuals, may eventually result in programs designed for positive impact.
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